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Chase the Past Aug 22 2021 Determined to learn the truth about her brutal husband,
Courtney Long discovers that the man she married is an imposter and teams up with the real
Justin Tanner to expose the enemy who has destroyed her life and wants her dead. Reprint.
Storm from the Shadows Jan 15 2021 The New York Times Best-Selling Series Continues.
First Time in Paperback. A New War for Honor Harrington’s Comrades on Manticore. Rear
Admiral Michelle Henke was commanding one of the ships in a force ledy by Honor
Harrington in all-out space battle. The odds were against the Star Kingdom forces, and they
had to run. But Michelle's ship was crippled, and had to be destroyed to prevent superior
Manticoran technology from falling into Havenite hands, and she and her surviving crew
were taken prisoner. Much to her surprise, she was repatriated to Manticore, carrying a
request for a summit conference between the leaders of the two sides which might end the
war. But a condition of her return was that she gave her parole not to fight against the forces

of the Republic of Haven until she had been offically exchanged for a Havenite prisoner of
war, so she was given a command far away from the war's battle lines. What she didn't
realize was that she would find herself on a collison course, not with a hostile government,
but with the interstellar syndicate of criminals known as Manpower. And Manpower had its
own plans for elimating Manticore as a possible threat to its lucrative slave trade, deadly
plans which remain hidden in the shadows.
A Lady for a Duke Jul 21 2021 A lush, sweeping queer historical romance from the USA
Today bestselling author of Husband Material—perfect for fans of Netflix’s Bridgerton,
Evie Dunmore, and Lisa Kleypas! When Viola Carroll was presumed dead at Waterloo she
took the opportunity to live, at last, as herself. But freedom does not come without a price,
and Viola paid for hers with the loss of her wealth, her title, and her closest companion,
Justin de Vere, the Duke of Gracewood. Only when their families reconnect, years after the
war, does Viola learn how deep that loss truly was. Shattered without her, Gracewood has
retreated so far into grief that Viola barely recognises her old friend in the lonely, brooding
man he has become. As Viola strives to bring Gracewood back to himself, fresh desires give
new names to old feelings. Feelings that would have been impossible once and may be
impossible still, but which Viola cannot deny. Even if they cost her everything, all over
again.
Searching for Paul Nov 24 2021 How does a young Maggie Brophy, who thought she had

married for life. reenter the world of the living after her husband Paul dies three years
following their marriage? Unable to accept his death, Maggie embarked on an irrational
search, thanks to a psychic who told her that if she found the recipients of Paul's donated
organs, she would find happiness. Maggie searched in vain for meaning in her life. A social
worker herself, Maggie threads her way through her grief, insecurities, and uncertainties as
she strives to sort through her wildly fluctuating feelings. In spite of warnings, common
sense rarely comes into play even though she tries to focus on God's promises. Maggie's
love of horseback riding finally leads her to a horse farm and the complicated existence of
its owner, Jaime McKellar. Little did Maggie know the unexpected twists and turns her life
would take after her first miserable meeting with this brusque secretive man.
One Saved to the Sea Apr 05 2020 Winner of the 2012 Rainbow Award for Lesbian
Paranormal. Drawing on myth and history, Kingsgrave writes a tale of the clash of the
modern age with magic, of loss and searching, a tale that will sweep readers away to a past
that never was and into a sapphic love story just this side of impossible.
Lady of Fire Aug 10 2020 First in the epic medieval romance series: A passionate story of
intrigue, chivalry, and forbidden love from the author of Fire and Steel. Beautiful Eleanor of
Nantes is pursued by many great noblemen, including the evil Robert of Belesme and
charming Prince Henry, son of William the Conqueror. But it is the dashing Roger
FitzGilbert, born a bastard with no title to his name, who sweeps her off her feet. Their love

may be forbidden, but their passion is undeniable . . . “Anita Mills makes a phenomenal
debut . . . Splendid . . . A highly romantic, action-packed tale of enduring love.”
—Romantic Times “For medieval romance lovers, this one should be on your keeper shelf .
. . The story is rich in historic details with an intricately woven plot, fast-moving dialog and
action. It’s a page-turner and so well written.” —Historical Romance Review with Regan
Walker
Shadowheart Jul 01 2022 Swept up in political intrigue, an assassin and a princess embrace
a passionate love in this fourteenth-century romance by a New York Times–bestselling
author. As the last unmarried princess of Monteverde, Elayne is trapped in a marital bond
when her hand is promised to the land’s ruler. On the voyage to meet her future husband,
she is captured by Allegreto Navona—the living embodiment of the dark angel she’s seen in
dreams. Endowed with godlike beauty, his eyes burn bright with sin. A woman of modesty
would flee such a man. But try as she might, a wanton hunger binds her to his side . . .
Trained as an assassin, Allegreto is the bastard son of an ambitious lord who raised him to
murder for control of Monteverde. Now that his father is dead, if Allegreto can make
Elayne his wife, it will cleanse his tainted blood, and the country will be his, but she is no
mere maiden to be possessed. Unexpectedly, he falls in love with her, finding in her quick
mind and azure eyes the conqueror of his heart. But will his dark past scare her off? With a
legendary ability to create lovers you’ll never forget, the author of Flowers from the Storm

offers a lively historical romance.
Fear the Dark Oct 31 2019 In New York Times bestselling author Kay Hooper’s latest
Bishop/Special Crimes Unit novel, an SCU team investigates a disturbing string of
disappearances... How do you find someone who has vanished without a trace? Something
strange is happening in the small mountain town of Serenity, Tennessee. People going on
routine errands never reach their destination. Over the past few weeks, it’s happened to five
men and women—and now a child. A team from the FBI’s Special Crimes Unit is
immediately sent in. Agents Lucas and Samantha Jordan, partners in work and in life, have
very different abilities. Samantha is clairvoyant and Lucas is able to find the lost or
abducted. With them are new partners Dante Swann, a medium, and Robbie Hodge, a
telepath. The town is already on the edge of panic, but when a cop is killed, the team’s hunt
for the lost turns into something very personal…and very dangerous.
Uncertain Magic Dec 14 2020 Convenience turns to love when an heiress weds a
disreputable rake in this sweeping Irish romance by a New York Times–bestselling author.
Cursed with the gift of mind reading, Roddy Delamore has little chance of finding a
husband. Driven mad by the dishonorable thoughts of her suitors, she struggles to trust any
man she meets. She seizes on the chance to marry Lord Faelan Savigar, the Earl of Iveragh,
despite his poor reputation and murky past. Strangely his mind projects only blankness.
With him, her other senses stretch and heighten. She begins to wonder if she has finally met

the man she has been waiting for her entire life. Condemned by dark rumors, Iveragh is
taken aback by Roddy’s proposal. His name is ruined by poverty and a blackened past; he
could be a liar, a swindler, or worse. Yet she believes in him.. Soon he is stirred by her
gentle trust, and he is prepared to give his life and his heart. From the legendary author of
Flowers from the Storm, Uncertain Magic is a tale of mystery and passion in the wilds of
Ireland.
Fool Me Twice Feb 13 2021 In the vein of Sarah MacLean, a sexy and evocative Regency
romance between a vengeful duke and a fiery redhead from an author who is a veritable tour
de force in the genre. “Readers need to make room on their keeper shelf for Meredith
Duran” (Fresh Fiction). A lady with a secret. Running for her life, exhausted and out of
options, Olivia Holladay wants nothing more than the chance to make a home for herself.
So when she realizes that the infamous Duke of Marwick might hold the key to her
freedom, she boldly disguises herself as the newest and bravest in a long line of the duke’s
notoriously temperamental housekeepers. Little does she know that the wickedly handsome
Alastair de Grey has very different plans for her. A man with a passion—for vengeance. As
his new employee, Olivia is a fearless upstart. As a woman, the daring redhead is just what
Alastair needs to rouse him from darkness to the siren call of revenge. He has suffered a
betrayal so deep that he will use whatever means necessary to destroy his enemies—even
his brazen and beautiful domestic. But his vengeful plan fails to account for his single

weakness: an irresistible and growing passion for the enigmatic Olivia.
My Sweet Folly Jun 19 2021 An innocent long-distance correspondence leads to
complications in this Regency romance by the New York Times–bestselling author of For
My Lady’s Heart. Married to an elderly man, Folie Hamilton finds her lonely days
brightened by light-hearted letters from her husband’s cousin, Lt. Robert Cambourne,
stationed in Calcutta for the British East India Company. Robert calls her his princess, and
she dubs him her knight errant. Unbidden love blossoms, yet upon the death of her husband,
Robert’s last letter shatters her heart with three words: I am married. Four years later,
Robert summons Folie and her stepdaughter to his estate in England. The girl is his ward, so
they must go. The man who greets them, however, is nothing like the charming lieutenant of
his letters. This Robert is demented. Screaming at ghosts in demonic rage, he is paranoid
and frightening. Yet her body longs to caress his perfect features, to hold his tall, angular
body, to find the man who once captured her heart . . . Someone is poisoning him, spinning
his brain into madness, of that Robert is sure, but who—and why? Haunted by his dead
wife, the one thing his tortured mind understands is that he must keep Folie safe. Folie, with
her beautiful expressive eyes, the only warmth in his nightmare world . . . Nominated for a
RITA award, My Sweet Folly is another unforgettable love story filled with passion and
suspense from the author of Flowers From the Storm, whose work has been praised by Julia
Quinn as “unfailingly brilliant and beautiful.”

Blind Feb 25 2022 "When a tragic accident leaves her blind, fifteen-year-old Emma Sasha
Silver must relearn everything from recognizing her family, to remembering colors, to
getting around. Then, just as she's about to reenter school, a classmate's body is found, with
all signs pointing to suicide. Determined to understand the girl's actions ... Emma sets out to
unite her classmates to explore the situation. She'll have to navigate an adolescence made
even more difficult by her new handicap, but her own resilience, along with the support of
her family and friends, allows her to emerge strong"--Page [4] of cover.
Midsummer Moon Mar 29 2022 A duke’s well-ordered world is turned upside down when
a female inventor sends his heart soaring in this Regency romance by a New York
Times–bestselling author. Merlin Lambourne has invented the “speaking box”—a sort of
telephone—which is so valuable that Napoleon has killed for it. Sent by the crown to bring
both inventor and invention to safety, Ransom Falconer, Duke of Damerell, is shocked to
learn Mr. Lambourne is a Miss. Perhaps more shocking, however, are his feelings for the
eccentric genius. She is everything he doesn’t like: incapable of following orders, unaware
of conventional etiquette, preoccupied, disorganized, and unkempt. Yet she beguiles him.
One of the most ingenious inventors in England, she is also one of the country’s greatest
hopes in the defense against the power mad Napoleon Bonaparte. Now, if he could just get
her mind out of the clouds and convince her to marry him . . . Merlin is not absentminded,
it’s just that she only seems to be able to pay attention to one thing at a time. And maybe

she does take everything people say literally, but people ought to say what they mean. Now
this Ransom Falconer wants her to forget her current interest in flying machines and focus
on the speaking box she’s lost interest in finishing. It’s quite disconcerting. In fact,
everything about him is disconcerting; in her isolated life Merlin has never met anyone who
affects her quite like Ransom does. With her trademark blend of heartwarming characters
and a hilarious conflict, Midsummer Moon is yet another winner from the author of Flowers
from the Storm, praised by Lisa Kleypas as “the gold standard in historical romance.”
The Taming of a Highlander Dec 02 2019 A Scot on fire Wrongfully imprisoned and
tortured by an unseen enemy, Broderick MacPherson lives for one purpose—punishing the
villain who targeted him. But when a wayward English lass interrupts his revenge, he loses
his enemy in the dark. Now, her compelled testimony could send Broderick back to the
prison that nearly killed him. Unless they find a loophole—an inconvenient, shockingly
tempting loophole. A beauty under pressure For Kate Huxley, visiting her brother in the
Scottish Highlands is a blissful escape from the stifling expectations of the marriage mart.
Blissful, that is, until a scarred, beastly Highlander with a heartbreaking past frightens her
out of her wits, making her a witness in a criminal inquiry. A match to light the darkness
Kate has no wish to testify against a man who’s already suffered too much. But the only
remedy is to become his wife. And she can’t possibly marry such a surly, damaged man …
can she? Well, perhaps. If it means she can stay in her beloved Scotland. And if he promises

they’ll never fall in love.
Queen Move Mar 05 2020 From Wall Street Journal, USA Today Bestselling and RITA®
Award-winning Author Kennedy Ryan, comes a captivating second chance romance like
only she can deliver... The boy who always felt like mine is now the man I can't have… Dig
a little and you'll find photos of me in the bathtub with Ezra Stern. Get your mind out of the
gutter. We were six months old. Pry and one of us might confess we saved our first kiss for
each other. The most clumsy, wet, sloppy . . . spectacular thirty seconds of my adolescence.
Get into our business and you'll see two families, closer than blood, torn apart in an instant.
Twenty years later, my "awkward duckling" best friend from childhood, the boy no one
noticed, is a man no one can ignore. Finer. Fiercer. Smarter. Taken. Tell me it's wrong. Tell
me the boy who always felt like mine is now the man I can’t have. When we find each other
again, everything stands in our way--secrets, lies, promises. But we didn't come this far to
give up now. And I know just the move to make if I want to make him mine.
The Prince of Midnight Jan 27 2022 A lady desiring vengeance seeks a highwayman’s
help in this tale by an author whose novels are “the gold standard in historical romance”
(Lisa Kleypas). Lady Leigh Strachan’s father governed the town of Felchester—until a
religious zealot murdered her family and turned the village into hell on Earth. Now, there is
room in her heart for only one thing: revenge. Leigh plans to kill her father’s murderer once
she learns to aim a pistol, slash a sword, and ride a horse. She seeks out the Prince of

Midnight, a legendary highwayman exiled to France, as her choice of tutors. But the man
she finds in a crumbling French castle is no hero. Half deaf and suffering from vertigo, S. T.
Maitland can scarcely walk, much less wield a sword atop a dancing stallion. Yet for
reasons she can’t explain, she remains with him, steeling her heart against the sight of his
gold-streaked hair, green eyes, and brows adorned with a devilish curl at the arch . . .
Women mean nothing but trouble to the highwayman, so he wishes Leigh were less
alluring. Alas, she is beautiful, with a piercing gaze and a determined spirit. Despite his
broken balance, the loss of his horse, and the price on his head, he vows to return to
England with her. He cannot resist the challenge—or the chance to sacrifice everything for
love . . . The New York Times–bestselling author of Flowers from the Storm and
Shadowheart, Laura Kinsale writes an “unfailingly brilliant and beautiful” romance (Julia
Quinn).
Crosstalk Sep 22 2021 Science fiction icon Connie Willis brilliantly mixes a speculative
plot, the wit of Nora Ephron, and the comedic flair of P. G. Wodehouse in Crosstalk—a
genre-bending novel that pushes social media, smartphone technology, and twenty-fourhour availability to hilarious and chilling extremes as one young woman abruptly finds
herself with way more connectivity than she ever desired. NAMED ONE OF THE BEST
BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY NPR In the not-too-distant future, a simple outpatient
procedure to increase empathy between romantic partners has become all the rage. And

Briddey Flannigan is delighted when her boyfriend, Trent, suggests undergoing the
operation prior to a marriage proposal—to enjoy better emotional connection and a perfect
relationship with complete communication and understanding. But things don’t quite work
out as planned, and Briddey finds herself connected to someone else entirely—in a way far
beyond what she signed up for. It is almost more than she can handle—especially when the
stress of managing her all-too-eager-to-communicate-at-all-times family is already
burdening her brain. But that’s only the beginning. As things go from bad to worse, she
begins to see the dark side of too much information, and to realize that love—and
communication—are far more complicated than she ever imagined. Praise for Crosstalk “A
rollicking send-up of obsessive cell phone usage in too-near-future America . . . [Connie]
Willis’s canny incorporation of scientific lore, and a riotous cast . . . make for an engaging
girl-finally-finds-right-boy story that’s unveiled with tact and humor. Willis juxtaposes
glimpses of claimed historical telepaths with important reflections about the ubiquity of cell
phones and the menace that unscrupulous developers of technology pose to privacy,
morality, and emotional stability.”—Publishers Weekly “An exhilarating and laughinducing read . . . one of those rare books that will keep you up all night long because you
can’t bear to put it down.”—Portland Book Review “A fun technological fairy
tale.”—BookPage “One of the funniest SF novels in years.”—Locus
The Hidden Heart Oct 12 2020 When her eccentric naturalist father dies on the upper

reaches of the Amazon, young Lady Tess Collier sets out to follow his last wishes: return to
England and marry well. But Tess, who had accompanied her father on his expeditions
since childhood, is as unconventional as she is beautiful.
The Storm Before Atlanta Apr 17 2021 A perfect Common Core tie-in, Storm Before
Atlanta includes backmatter with historical notes on slavery and underage soldiers in the
Civil War, as well as a list of selected sources. At a time when most people have grown
weary of the war between the states, two young children are desperate to find their way to
the battlefields. Jeremy DeGroot wants nothing more than to join a troop as a drummer boy.
For Dulcie, a runaway slave, freedom means she must head directly toward the fighting in
the hopes that she'll become "contraband," that is, property of the Union troops. Both
Jeremy and Dulcie find a place with the 107th New York Volunteer Regiment and even
start to forge a friendship. But all that is threatened when they keep crossing paths with the
mysterious Charlie, a young Confederate soldier, who may look like the enemy but feels
more like a friend. Young readers who like their fiction filled with exciting historical
details, rich characters, and action-packed adventures will be drawn to The Storm Before
Atlanta.
The Shadow and the Star Aug 02 2022 From nationally acclaimed bestselling author
Laura Kinsale comes a boldly original, breathlessly unforgettable tale of honour, adventure
and undying love. The Shadow is wealthy, powerful and majestically handsome, he is a

man of dark secrets - a master of the ancient martial arts of an exotic distant land. Scarred
by a childhood of shocking degradation, he has sworn to love chastely ... but burns with the
fires of unfulfilled passion. The Star is lovely, innocent and nearly destitute, and drawn to
him by a fevered yearning she could never deny - following her enigmatic ?shadow
warrior? into a dangerous world of desire and righteous retribution.
Tender Is the Storm Apr 29 2022 Headstrong heiress Sharisse Hammond wants no part of
the New York society marriage that has been arranged for her. So she heads west across a
vast and dangerous land -- with no intention of honoring her agreement to become the mailorder bride of a rugged Arizona rancher. But Lucas Holt needs a wife -- any wife -- if his
plan to destroy his most hated enemy is to succeed. And this gullible Eastern lady would do
quite nicely. However, their separate schemes to use one another are complicated by raw,
aching passion. For Lucas's beautiful, unsuspecting pawn was not supposed to be so
irresistible alluring. And freedom-loving Sharisse never dreamed she could ever desire one
man so much!
Dangerous Men and Adventurous Women Dec 26 2021 Essays by Sandra Brown, Jayne
Ann Krentz, Mary Jo Putney, and other romance writers refute the myths and biases related
to the romance genre and its readers
Lessons in French Sep 03 2022 Callie realizes that she still has feelings for childhood
sweetheart Trevelyan when he returns from France to care for his mother with a fortune and

a secret scandalous past.
Savage Thunder May 07 2020 Newly widowed after a shockingly brief marriage to an
elderly British lord, Jocelyn Fleming still aches with the pain of unexplored desire. And
now her restless heart is leading her far from the protective bosom of polite London society
to the perilous beauty of the American West . . .and to Colt Thunder. Breathlessly exciting
but dangerously unpredictable, Colt is a loner whose Cheyenne blood burns hotter than the
blistering Arizona sun. Jocelyn's wealth and title mean nothing to this strange whose
passion rules his actions and his heart. But neither the wild desert stallion nor the untouched
English rose can deny their irresistible attraction. . .or prevent the firestorm of emotion that
erupts when their vastly different worlds collide.
The Saracen Storm: A Novel of the Moorish Invasion of Spain Jul 09 2020 Based on
historical figures and events, The Saracen Storm is the sweeping saga of one of Spain's
best-loved heroes and the role he played in the nation's darkest period: the Moorish invasion
of its lands in 711 AD. "An intense, action-packed story that will have you hooked from the
moment you start reading it." Readers' Favorite When nineteen-year-old Pelayo, the
illegitimate son of the Duke of Asturias, is asked to lead a cohort of soldiers to hunt down a
party of Saracen raiders, he seizes on the chance to escape the city and the scandals that
have swirled around him for years. Trained in combat since he was a youth, and taught the
dark arts of war by a brilliant ex-monk, he is determined to prove wrong those who say he is

unfit for command. As he follows the trail of devastation left by the raiders, he discovers
that Valentina, his half-brother's betrothed, has been taken captive. The mission that he has
viewed merely as an adventure now turns into a personal quest to save the headstrong
daughter of his father's closest ally from the slave markets of Arabia. In the capital of
Toledo, the sudden death of the monarch unravels old alliances, sparking a fierce
competition for the throne. As the country descends into civil war, Musa ibn Nosseyr,
Caliph al-Walid's ambitious governor in Carthage, sees the Iberian nation's troubles as an
opportunity to expand the reach of the caliphate into Europe. Critical Reviews "The writing
is excellent, the prose delectable...It makes for an enjoyable read. Pelayo is a sophisticated
character and his character arc defines his development in this beautifully written conflict.
The action is strong, and the plot ingeniously done to excite the curiosity of the reader. For
those who love adventure and a narrative filled with intrigue and surprises, The Saracen
Storm will make for a delightful read." - Christian Sia, critic for Readers Favorite. 5 Star
Review "The book got me from its opening pages. The author does an impeccable job of
exploring the political climate of the times. The characters are grounded in history, each
written with enough background to augment the sophistication. It takes a skillful author to
meld elements of fiction with history and Jose Nunez has that gift. The Saracen Storm is
written in beautiful prose and has very strong plot points. This is a historical novel that
transports the reader back in time and that brings history alive in ones's imagination. A

balanced, deftly narrated and engaging read." - Tomual Dzemo, critic for Readers' Favorite.
5 Star Review "This is an intense, action-packed story. The narrative is perfect, the flow
simple and powerful. The Saracen Storm will have you hooked from the moment you start
reading it." - Rabia Tanveer, critic for Readers' Favorite. 5 Stars Review.
Lions and Lace Feb 02 2020 From the glittering mansions of the Astors and the Vanderbilts
to the gas-lit streets of New York, this passionate novel by award-winning author Meagan
McKinney brings together a desperate woman and a handsome stranger who could expose
her scandalous secret New York heiress Alana Van Alen has everything—beauty, wealth,
and status. But she is living a lie. To protect her sister, she plays society’s game and attends
dazzling balls and soirees—until a cunningly orchestrated act of revenge leaves her
penniless and at the mercy of one of the city’s most notorious gentlemen. Dubbed the
Predator of Wall Street, Trevor Sheridan rose from abject poverty in Ireland to the pinnacle
of power in Manhattan. Yet he’s still shunned by the city’s elite Four Hundred. Now he has
parlayed his hunger for revenge into a scheme to destroy the rich and powerful. In the final
phase of his plan, he will marry the pedigreed Alana Van Alen to gain the acceptance that
has been denied to him for so long. But along the way, he makes a fatal misstep: He falls in
love with her. The romantic saga of the Van Alen sisters continues with Christal Van Alen’s
story in Fair Is the Rose.
Flowers from the Storm Nov 05 2022 The Duke of Jervaulx was brilliant and dangerous.

Considered dissolute, reckless, and extravagant, he was transparently referred to as the ?D
of J? in scandal sheets, where he and his various exploits featured with frequency. But
sometimes the most womanising rake can be irresistible, and even his most casual attentions
fascinated the sheltered Maddy Timms, quiet daughter of a simple mathematician.
The Medieval Hearts Series Nov 12 2020 The complete medieval romance series by a New
York Times–bestselling author who “creates magic” (Lisa Kleypas). In this pair of
unforgettable romances set in fourteenth-century Europe, the New York Times–bestselling
author and RITA Award winner once again proves “no one—repeat no one—writes
historical romance better than Laura Kinsale” (Mary Jo Putney, New York
Times–bestselling author). Special to these ebook editions, each novel is presented in two
versions, the first re-creating Middle English dialogue with deep period detail, the second
reworked by the author to be a tighter read, with more modern words for dialogue.
Whichever you decide to read, you’ll come away agreeing with New York
Times–bestselling author Julia Quinn: “Laura Kinsale’s work is unfailingly brilliant and
beautiful.” For My Lady’s Heart: With Princess Melanthe di Monteverde widowed, a
political marriage would tip the balance of power to any kingdom that possessed her.
Determined to return to England alive and unwed, she hides behind a mask of witchery.
Protecting her is Ruck d’Angleterre, a chivalrous knight who never wavers—and the only
man Melanthe wishes could lift the veil of her disguise. He once desired her, but now his

gaze reveals distrust. As they flee her enemies, Melanthe’s impossible love for the knight
only grows . . . Shadowheart: As the last unmarried princess of Monteverde, Elayne is
trapped when her hand is promised to the land’s ruler. But on the voyage to meet her
betrothed, she is captured by a pirate, Allegreto Navona—and soon finds her captor
impossible to resist. Trained as an assassin, Allegreto is the bastard son of an ambitious lord
who raised him to murder for control of Monteverde. If Allegreto can make Elayne his wife,
the country will be his. But she is no mere maiden to be possessed. As he finds himself
falling in love with her, Elayne will prove his greatest challenge . . .
Waiting for the Moon Jan 03 2020 "Kristin Hannah is a superb storyteller." --Kathe Robin
Romantic Times Award-winning author Kristin Hannah creates her most spellbinding and
compelling novel yet...a passionate tale of obsession, redemption, and the magic of true
love. WAITING FOR THE MOON She doesn't remember who she is or how she came to
the mansion on the isolated Maine coast. Lost in a strange world filled with even stranger
faces, Selena finds comfort in a man whose eyes reflect her own aloneness. He is Ian
Carrick, a brilliant physician turned recluse, hiding from life in the anonymity of this small
sanctuary, haunted by a telepathic gift that has destroyed his desire to heal. Selena comes to
him, the only person he's ever met who is immune to his psychic powers. A mesmerizing
innocent, she turns his life upside down, bringing light into the darkness and laughter into
the silence. For her, he begins to believe in life again, to believe in himself. And then a

mysterious figure from the past arrives, threatening to destroy their glorious love and the
fantasy world they have created together....
Have Space Suit, Will Travel Jun 07 2020 Teenager Clifford "Kip" Russell wins second
prize in a soap jingle contest, a used worn spacesuit, and, while trying on his prize in his
backyard, suddenly finds himself on a space odyssey as a prisoner aboard the ship of a
space pirate, headed toward the Moon and a series of encounters with many bizarre
creatures and situations. Reprint. 10,000 first printing.
Not Quite a Husband Sep 30 2019 Sherry Thomas is one of the hottest new voices in
historical romance, garnering the highest praise from today’s bestselling writers
(“Entrancing.” —Mary Balogh; “Ravishingly sinful, intelligent and addictive.” —Eloisa
James). Now Sherry delivers this powerful story of a remarkable woman and the love she
thought she’d never find—with the man she thought she’d lost forever.… Their marriage
lasted only slightly longer than the honeymoon—to no one’s surprise, not even Bryony
Asquith’s. A man as talented, handsome, and sought after by society as Leo Marsden
couldn't possibly want to spend his entire life with a woman who rebelled against propriety
by becoming a doctor. Why, then, three years after their annulment and half a world away,
does he track her down at her clinic in the remotest corner of India? Leo has no reason to
think Bryony could ever forgive him for the way he treated her, but he won’t rest until he’s
delivered an urgent message from her sister—and fulfilled his duty by escorting her safely

back to England. But as they risk their lives for each other on the journey home, will the
biggest danger be the treacherous war around them—or their rekindling passion?
After You Jun 27 2019 "Youre going to feel uncomfortable in your new world for a bit. But
I hope you feel a bit exhilarated too. Live boldly. Push yourself. Dont settle. Just live well.
Just live. Love, Will.
Dreaming the Serpent-Spear May 31 2022 It has been twenty years since the Romans first
occupied Britannia, and the rebellion by Boudica and her people nears its bloody climax.
Now, as the Roman army marches on Mona, the last protected village in Britannia, the only
hope for her nation lies with Boudica. With so much to lose—the very lives of her children
and an entire culture on the verge of obliteration—Boudica must find a way to save her
people. In doing so, she will change the face of history forever.
For My Lady's Heart Oct 04 2022 A princess sparks devotion in a chivalrous knight in this
medieval romance by a New York Times–bestselling author who “creates magic” (Lisa
Kleypas). With Princess Melanthe di Monteverde widowed, a political marriage would tip
the balance of power to any kingdom that possessed her. Determined to return to England
alive and unwed, she hides behind a mask of witchery. Protecting her is Ruck d’Angleterre,
a chivalrous knight who never wavers—and the only man Melanthe wishes could lift the
veil of her disguise. He once desired her, but now his gaze reveals distrust. As they flee her
enemies, Melanthe’s impossible love for the Green Knight grows. Ruck has remained

chaste for thirteen miserable years, since his wife entered a nunnery, continuing to honor
their marital vows. In that dark hour, when the church stripped him of his spouse and his
possessions, the princess secretly came to his aid with two emeralds. Her safety is his duty,
yet his heart is not pure. Each time he gazes upon Melanthe’s sable hair and twilight eyes,
he wants more Showcasing Laura Kinsale’s gift for bringing unforgettable characters to life
on the page, For My Lady’s Heart is yet another winner from the author of Flowers from the
Storm, chosen as one of the “Greatest Love Stories of All Time” in a poll of Washington
Post and Glamour magazine readers.
Bound By Your Touch May 19 2021 Meredith Duran returns with another witty, humorous
and smart romance. Fans of Julia Quinn, Jane Feather and Eloisa James will delight in
Meredith's trademark headstrong heroine, cunning hero and tale of deep emotional
intensity! Lydia Boyce is a spinster with sophisticated interests, for she knows that an
unblemished reputation is the only protection in a judgmental world. But when a mysterious
forgery threatens to sully her family and her father's legacy, she finds her only hope for
salvation in a man who has no use for the rules of good society - or those who follow them.
The Viscount Sanburne is a society darling, but a dark past has left him aimless and
uninterested in anything but self-destructive amusement. He has no interest in a
bluestocking bent on justice - until she flashes a dimple, and he realizes that corrupting her
might prove as pleasurable as scandalizing her does. Looking for more Meredith Duran

novels? Try Wicked Becomes You or her Rules for the Reckless series.
Cast from the Earth Mar 17 2021 An epidemic that turns men into monsters has seized the
nation. At first the disease only spreads in cities but soon cannibals are roaming the prairie,
threatening the quiet little towns of the late 19th Century heartland.At an isolated poor farm
in rural America, Sara Warren has survived a tumultuous life of loss and an accident that
leaves her with one leg - but she is hopeless of any other future until a woman named
Cordelia arrives at the farm and changes Sara's life forever.Along with Dan, a man who
can't hear and Grace, a young woman who is more concerned with her sewing needles than
people, they face the oncoming apocalypse with their wits and their bare hands. When it
seems like all is lost, a man from Sara's past named Jack returns to her life and they all
realize the only way to survive is together. A story of romance, violence, sex, and the wild
prairie that proves broken bodies still feel pleasure and broken souls can find love - even at
the end of the world.
The King's Man Jul 29 2019 Ranulf Ombrier's fame throughout England for his skill at
swordplay is rivaled only by his notoriety as King Edward I's favorite killer. Ranulf's
actions have gained him lands, title, and a lasting reputation as a hired butcher. But after
years of doing his king's bidding, he begins to fear for his mortal soul and follows his
conscience away from Edward, all the way to the wilds of Wales. Gwenllian of Ruardean,
Welsh daughter of a powerful Marcher lord, has every reason to leave Ranulf for dead when

one of her men nearly kills him. As a girl she was married by proxy to a man Ranulf
murdered, only to become a widow before she ever met her groom. In the years since, she
has shunned the life of a lady, instead studying warfare and combat at her mother's behest.
But she has also studied healing and this, with her sense of duty to knightly virtues, leads
her to tend to Ranulf's wounds. Saving her enemy's life comes with consequences, and
Gwenllian and Ranulf are soon caught up in dangerous intrigue. Forced together by political
machinations, they discover a kinship of spirit and a surprising, intense desire. But even
hard-won love cannot thrive when loyalties are divided and the winds of rebellion sweep the
land.
Seize the Fire Oct 24 2021 A scoundrel is transformed by the love of an innocent princess
in this historical romance by the New York Times–bestselling author of Flowers from the
Storm. Summoned to rule the tiny nation of Oriens, Princess Olympia St. Leger appoints the
most celebrated man in England to escort her: recently retired war hero Capt. Sheridan
Drake. Easily frightened, she is vastly relieved to have Captain Drake’s help—until she
discovers he’s a scoundrel without a drop of honor in his body. In fact, nothing would make
her happier than to forget him. Except she cannot seem to get his deep, stirring gaze out of
her head . . . Sheridan has no patience for hero worshipers; war is a game of survival, not
gallant deeds. But Olympia, who comes to him with plump cheeks and eyes full of
expectation, has money, something of which he is in great need. And though Olympia is

impossibly naive, for reasons he can’t fathom, she touches him in some obscure, halfforgotten place, until the thought of losing her becomes even more impossible. Set in
Georgian England, Seize the Fire is another exciting tale from the author of For My Lady’s
Heart, whose work has been praised by Julia Quinn as “unfailingly brilliant and beautiful.”
Lord Of Fire Aug 29 2019 After years of preparation, he has baited his trap well, luring the
depraved members of Society into his devil's playground so he can earn their trust and
uncover their secrets. Yet no one in London suspects that Lord Lucien Knight is England's
most cunning spy, an officer who has sacrificed his soul for his country. Now an
unexpected intruder has invaded his fortress of sin, jeopardizing his carefully laid plans and igniting his deepest desires. Beautiful, innocent Alice Montague finds herself at the
mercy of scandalous Lord Lucien. But as he begins his slow seduction to corrupt her virtue,
Alice glimpses a man tormented by his own choices, a man who promises her nothing but
his undeniable passion. . .
The Underground Man Sep 10 2020 One of the most acclaimed novels of recent times,
The Underground Man is the fictionalised diary of a deeply eccentric English aristocrat. The
duke has just completed a network of tunnels beneath his estate. His health is failing, but his
imagination seems to know no bounds. And while he spends more time underground and
retreats ever deeper into the darker corners of his house there are some ghosts that demand
to be acknowledged and some memories which insist on making themselves known.
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